ABSTRACT Q&A

What is the deadline to submit an abstract?

Abstracts for 2025 Joint Congress - August 29th, 11:59pm CT
Abstracts for 2025 Discovery - August 29th, 11:59pm CT
Case Reports - September 23rd, 2024, 11:59pm CT
Late Breaking Abstracts - November 4th, 2024, 11:59pm CT

Can I submit an abstract if I’m not an author?

Yes, you can submit an abstract on behalf of others. Make sure you list yourself as a “Submitter Only” in the submission.

Can I make changes to my abstract after submitting?

Changes can be made to a submitted abstract until the submission deadline. Absolutely no changes can be made to an abstract after the deadline.

What if my abstract is accepted but I can’t attend?

Another non-industry author may present in your place. The change must be communicated to cme@aaaai.org and if the abstract was accepted for an oral presentation, the new presenter must complete a disclosure.

When will I find out if my abstract has been accepted?

Notifications will be sent to the primary author in early December of 2024.

What is different about a Discovery abstract?

Abstracts submitted to 2025 Discovery should be basic science research and are not published in the Journal of Clinical Allergy & Immunology. A single abstract cannot be submitted to both the Joint Congress and Discovery.